ON MULTIPLIERS OF /^-INTEGRABLE FUNCTIONSO
BY

LIANG-SHIN HAHN

Introduction. Let G and G be two locally compact abelian groups, dual in the
sense of Pontrjagin. Let L"(G), lá/?áoo, be the Banach space of equivalence
classes of pth power Haar integrable functions with the usual norm.
Let 9: L2(G)^L2(G) and à: L2(G)^L2(G) be Fourier transform mappings.
Haar measures are chosen so that S and S are isometries.
Let S(G) be the space of simple functions on G; i.e., finite linear combinations
of characteristic functions of measurable sets having compact supports; and
S(G) the corresponding space on G.
Let/be a bounded measurable function defined on G. We set

I/U«,= supillS/StyHp/IWI,;
<P
e S(G),<p0 0}.
If I/IIm, <°°, then the mapping

T,: <P-> S/$ty, <Pe S(G)
has a unique extension to all LP(G), and / will be called a p-multiplier.
In the present paper we investigate some sufficient conditions for a function to
be a ^-multiplier. The history of the problem goes back to Bernstein, Hardy, and
Weyl, and has been extensively studied since then, by Calderón, Hirschman, Stein,
Zygmund, and many others. The significance of the problem lies in the fact that
many classical works in the Fourier analysis can be stated in terms of multipliers.
For example, the famous conjugate function theorem of M. Riesz is equivalent to
the assertion that {i sign «} is a p-multiplier for 1 <p<co.
The algebra of /^-multipliers on G will be denoted by MP(G), or simply by Mp.

Suppose l¡p+l/q=l,
and Lp * Lq={f* g; feLp, geL"}, where /* g is the
convolution off and g. It is well known (Rudin [11, 1.1.6]) that
LP*L"

<= C0

if 1 <p<oo.
Since the Fourier transform maps L2(G) onto L2(G) isometrically, M2 consists
of precisely the bounded measurable functions; and functions in L1 * L" are
bounded and uniformly continuous (Rudin [11, 1.1.6]), we have
Ll*L's

<= M2.
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Moreover, since L2(G) * L2(G) consists of Fourier transforms of /^functions

on

G(Rudin [11, 1.6.3]), we have
L2*L2

c Mx.

Thus one is led to investigate whether
LP*L"

<= MT

holds for some other /», q, and r.
An application of the multilinear version of the Riesz-Thorin interpolation
theorem gives our main theorem, which shows that this is the case, and gives a
relation between /», q, and r.

This theorem, together with Calderón's work [3], gives some conditions for a
sufficiently smooth function to be in an appropriate Mr. For example, a function
/ satisfying an integral Lipschitz condition, say, fe Lip(a,/»; G) for <*>«//»,
p>2, where G is either a Euclidean space R" or an «-dimensional torus Tn, is an

»•-multiplierfor 2/»/(/»+ 2) ¿ r ^ 2pj(p —2).
This proposition, naïve as it appears, enables us to generalize some of the
theorems due to Hirschman [7]. For example, combining with the interpolation
theorem for Lipschitz spaces, one obtains a generalization of Theorem 4c in
Hirschman [7]. And if combined with the compactness of T", we have a generalization of Theorem 2a, Hirschman [7]. Furthermore, as a by-product, we have
another proof of V norm convergence (l</»<oo) for the Bochner-Riesz means
below the critical index.
Standard facts in harmonic analysis will be used freely in what follows. Results
for which no explicit reference is given will be found in Rudin [11] or Loomis [9].
Acknowledgment.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt
gratitude to Professor Karel de Leeuw for his constant encouragement and
guidance throughout my graduate work.
Main theorem. By definition, a bounded measurable
and only if there is a constant K such that

function / is in M„(G) if

||S/3¿||P ú KU\,
holds for all «¿£ S(G). The infimum of such constants K will be denoted by ||/||m,,Note that || • ||M is only a seminorm and not a norm.
Lemma 1. Let 1 </»<oo, and f be a bounded measurable function on G. Then the
following are equivalent :

(i)feMv(G);
(ii) There is a constant K such that

\L
6

^
/•■Q<J>-8<¿

*«*1,-

for all <Pand «¿in S(G) (!//»+ l/c7= 1).
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MP(G), then by the previous remark,

||/||Mp = sup{||«ryaFO||„;(De 5(G), |0||p S 1}.
But, since Lq(G) is the dual of LP(G), and S(G) is dense in Lq(G), this is the same as
the supremum of

;<&,0eS(G),I<D||P£\,Ulú
J"(S/3<D)<A

1

By Plancherel's theorem, this in turn is the same as the supremum of

Í /-SO-Sty;®,>PeS(G), ||*||p£ 1, ||0||,£ 1

Jo

(ii) =>(i). If (ii) holds, reversing the preceding argument one sees that the operator

7: S(G) -* LP(G)

defined by

TO = &/SO, O e 5(G),
has L"(G) norm less than or equal to K. Thus 7 extends by continuity to all of
L"(G) with the same norm, showing that/E MP(G) and |/||M|> ^ZC.
Note that this lemma can easily be extended to multipliers from Lp to L".

Namely, / is called a (p, q)-multiplier if

sup{||Ö/^||J||^||p;^e5(G),^^0}
is finite. The set of all (p, ^-multipliers

will be denoted by M}(G). Then we have

Lemma F. Let Ijq+ljp' = l¡q+l¡q' =1. The fallowing are equivalent:

(i) feMq(G);
(ii) There is a constant K such that

If'-

SO-St/r

úK\m

p-IIVIIí'»

for all <Dand <\>
in S(G).
Note also that A7|(G) contains only the zero function if p>q and G is not compact (Hörmander [8, Theorem 1.1]).
We need two more well-known results (see Hörmander [8, Theorem 1.3]):

Lemma2. Let l¡p+l¡p' =l¡q+l¡q'

=1. Then

Mq = Mpq.;
in particular,

M» = M„..

Lemma3. Ifl-¿p-¿q-^2,then
Mp c Mq.
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Lemma 2 is a consequence of the duality of V and V', and Lemma 3 follows
from the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (see Zygmund [15, XII, Theorem
1.11]). These two lemmas together assert that the set of points 1//»for which/e Mp
is a line segment symmetric with respect to the point 1/2.
Before we proceed to our main theorem, let us make the following
Convention 4. In the sequel, by "{■ ■ }<=A/r(G) for l^r^co",
we mean:
{■• }<=A/r(G) for lár^oo
if Gis not compact, and{- ■ }cMr(G) for lgr^oo
if
G is compact.
This is due to the fact that S(G) is not dense in LX(G) unless G is compact.

Theorem 5. Let l</»<2, 1//»+1/(7=1. Then
LP(G) * L"(G) c Mr(G)

for 2pl(3p-2)^rS2pl(2-p);

or equivalently,for 2ql(q+ 2)^r^2ql(q-2).

Note that for /»= 1 and /»= 2, Theorem 5 reduces to the trivial facts
L1*Lm

<= M2

and
L2*L2

<= Mr

for 1 ^ r ^ co.

Proof of the theorem. First, let us prove the following inequality:

(1)

[(/**)■ 8*-3*

\JÔ

for all O and «¿in-5(G),/and

sl.-ll*!2 '

g in 5(G). For,

If (/*g)-»í>S-¿^ li/*g||oo-|
f 30-30
^ ll/lli-||ill--||3*lla-|WI|a
(by the Schwarz inequality)

á|/li-l*|.-!«l>-l*l*
(by Plancherel's theorem).

Similarly,

(2)

«Hi■
If (/*g)-3<D-30 ¡2-iklU-1|

holds for all «Pand «¿in 5(G),/and g in 5(G).
Consider the multilinear mapping

T: 5(G) x 5(G) x S(G)x S(G)-* C
(where C is the complex field), defined by

T(f,g, O,-A)= f (/*g)-3<D-3f
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Inequalities (1) and (2) assert that 7 satisfies the inequalities

\nf,g,<b,^)\^ ll/L-llgL-llofir-IWI.
forp= 1, q = co, r = 2, and s = 2; and for/> = 2, q = 2, r= I, and s = oo.
By the multilinear version of the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem
Zygmund [15, XII, Theorem 3.3]), 7 satisfies these inequalities for

1/F = (1-A)(!) + A(¿),

llp+llq=l,

l/r = (l-AX*)+A(i),

l/r+1/,-1,

(see

whereO^Aál. Eliminating A, we have l/p+ l/r = 3/2.
This, together with Lemma 1 and the density of S(G) in LP(G) and L"(G), proves
that
Lp(G) * L"(G) c A7r(G)

for l/r=3/2-l//>

= (3/j-2)/2/>.

Now, applying Lemmas 2 and 3, we have the desired result.
The conclusion of the theorem cannot be strengthened, since as a consequence
we will derive a generalization of Theorem 2a of Hirschman [7], whose conclusion
is known not to be improvable.

Note that

U*g\U ^ MvWgU,

feLp,geLq.

Applications G = Rn. In this section, we will find some applications of the main
theorem to «-dimensional Euclidean space R".
For x = (xx, ...,xn)e
R", set |x|-[2?-i
xj]112.
From now on, the Fourier transform of a function/will be denoted by f~.
Definition 6. Let a be a complex number and 1 ^pfioo. We define Lp(Rn) to
be the image of LP(R") under the so-called Bessel potential operator Ja of order a,

where Ja is defined by

(JJT

= (i+w\x\2yal2r.

This makes sense for Re(a) > 0, and the operators Ja form a semigroup.
For the sake of understanding the operator Ja and the space LI, we state the
following theorem ; the proof of it can be found in Calderón [3, Theorems 1 and 2] :
Theorem 7. For Re(a)>0 and l^p^oo,
the operator Ja transforms Lp(Rn)
continuously into itself, with norm less than or equal to 1.
If Re(a)ä \k\, then (d(dx)kJa transforms Lp(Rn) continuously into itself.

Thus it is reasonable to think that the space Lp, 1 <p<co, with a a positive
integer, coincides with the space of functions which together with their derivatives
up to and including a belong to Lp.
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We need the following results

(Calderón [3, Theorems 5 and 6]) :

Theorem 8. (a) Ifa^ß, then Lp^>L?.
(b) Let p>l, a^ß, and l/q=llp-(a-ß)ln>0;

then Lpa<=Lpe.

For 0<a<«,
the function (1 +4tt2\x\2)~"12 is the Fourier
integrable function Ka(x), where
/•«o

(3)

Ka(x) = y(a)e-^

/

transform

of an

.2\ (n-a-X)/2

jo e-^t+jj

¿t

with

y-1(a)=(2.)<"—rg)r(w-if±i)
(see Aronszajn and Smith [1]).
Thus, by redefining on a set of measure zero, Wais the space of functions/of

the

form
/ = /BG> = A-K* O,

0 6 L*(R»).

Suppose 0<a<«, then for |x| S 1, the integral on the right of (3) is bounded,
and thus the right-hand side is 0(e' '*'). For |x| ^ 1, the integral is dominated by

cil+

C e-Mttn-"-ídt\

Ú C|x|-" +a.

Hence
\Ka(x)\

g Cae-^-\x\-n

+ a.

From this we get
(4)
Theorem

(b) //?>2

KaeL"(Rn) if n/p < a < «,
9. (a) If 1 <pg2

l//»+l/<7 = 1.

a««/ a >«//», r«e« L£(R")c A/r(Rn) /or 1 ^ r < oo.

and con/q, then Lqa(Rn)<=
Mr(Rn) for 2ql(q + 2)^r^2ql(q-2).

Proof. By Theorem 8(a), Lpa<=■
L$ if a ^ ß, so we may consider the case «//» < o:< «

only.
As L£ is the class of functions/on

/=7a(0)

the form

= 7^*0,

where 0 e Lp, we have, by (4)

LpacLp*L\

l/p+llq=l.

Hence from Theorem 5, we get the part (b); and for the case 1 <pfí2,

Lp c Mr

for 2/»/(3/»-2) ^ r ^ 2/»/(2-/»).
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L2<=Mr for 1 ¿r<oo.

Lpa<=Lj if±=
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Now, by Theorem 8(b),

llp-(a-ß)ln,

and since ß —«/2 = a —njp> 0, the proof is complete.
Remark 10. The conclusion is still valid even if/»= 1; simply pick ß such that
n/2<a-ß,
nß<ß<a-nß,
and proceed as before. (See Calderón [3, Remark

after Theorem 6].)
Definition

11. Let a be a real number and «# the largest integer less than a.

Let A£= A£(R") be the class of functions f,feLp,

such that

\\^J-a.f\\p^O(\h\a-"),

«6R",

where A,/(x)=/(x+«)-/(x).
Also let Lip(a,/») = Lip(a, /»; R") be the class of functions / such that for

|Â:|<«*, (d/ôxffeL", and for \k\ =<**,

Kí¿)^l

=0(\h\"'a') if<*-«*<1;

IKè)fcylL=°m ífa-a*=iThe following fact is known (Calderón [3, Theorem 8]):
Theorem 11. (a) If a is not an integer,

K = Lip(a,/»).
(b) If 1 </»<oo, then Je maps Ap onto Ap+ß.
(c) If 1 </»<oo anda>ß, then
A^cLgc
With these preliminaries

A?.

we now prove the theorem announced

in the intro-

duction.
Theorem 12. (a) 7/l</»^2,

«>«//>, then Lip(«, /»; R") c A/r(R") for l^»-<oo.

(b) //?> 2, <*>«/?,then Lip(«,<?;R")<=Mr(R")for 2ql(q+ 2)^r^2ql(q-2).
Proof. If a is not an integer, pick ß such that a>ß>n¡p,

and applying Theorem

11, we have
Lip(a,/») = Ag <=L?.

Now Theorem 9 gives the desired result for this case.
If a is an integer, let ß be a noninteger and a>ß>n/p,

then

Lip(«,/») c Lip(/3,/»).
Now the previous paragraph applies to Lip(ß,p), and we get the desired result
again.
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We need the following very special case of the interpolation theorem for Lipschitz
spaces obtained by Taibleson [13, Theorem 8]:

Theorem 13. Suppose f e Lip(a¡, /?¡), 7=0, 1, and
1¡p = ( l - A)//j0+ X¡px,where 0 g Ag 1. Then

let

a = (l —A)a0+ Aa1,

feLio(a,p).
Theorem 14. Let 0<a£«//?,

ß>njq, and 2^p<q.

Then

Lip(a,/>; R") n Lip(,8, q; R») c Mr(Rn)

for

2[\+2((l-p)lp

+ plq)]-1<r<2[l-2((l-p)lp

+ p.¡q)]-1, where p. satisfies

(l-p)a + pß = n((l- n)lp+ plq).
Proof. From Theorem 13, we have

Lip(a, p) n Lip(/3,q) c Lip(r, t)

for T= (l-A)a + A^3,l¡t = (l-X)¡p + X¡q,O^A^l. If /x<Agl, then t>«/í, hence

Lip(r, 0 c Mr for 2(1+2/0_1 ^ r S 2(1- 2/0 ~\
by Theorem 12, and the desired result follows.
Remark 15. The case p = 2, q=<x>, was obtained by Hirschman [7, Theorem

4c].
Remark 16. The condition 2^p<q

is not essential. Even if p<2<q, we can
still improve the result obtainable from Theorem 12 by the same argument.
As an application of Theorem 14, we prove that the Bochner-Riesz means for
multiple Fourier integrals converges in IP norm (l</><co) below the critical
index S = («—l)/2.
Let l</7^2, 8>(2//7-l)(«-l)/2and
Si,R(x) = [l-(\x\\R)2]\

= 0,

\x\<R;

|jc| £ 7?.

Then by computation

SôiRe Lip(S, oo) n Lip(S+ 1/2, 2).
Hence from Theorem 14, S6¡Re Mp.
Let

s*M;x)= J\y\<R
Í [i-(M/OT **<*-*>/"&)
dy.
By the similarity argument, Só-Ras an operator on Lp(Rn), has a norm independent
of R. Hence by the uniform boundedness theorem,

S6,n(f)^f
in Lp as R -> oo. (See Stein [12].)
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a function defined on R. Let

Vp[f] = suPJ2
where the supremum
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|/(xfc+1)-/(xfc)|"j1,P,

is taken over all sets of real numbers x0 < xx < ■■■< xn.

V„[f] will be called the/»-variation off.
Theorem 18. If fis a function defined on R, and

l.feLp(R),p^2;
2- Fp[/]<oo;

3. \f(x + h)-f(x)\^0(\h\ô) for some S>0.
ThenfeMr for 2/»/(/»+ 2) < r < 2p/(p - 2).
Proof. Let us consider

|Ah/||?= f \f(x+h)-f(x)\pdx.
Jr.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that « > 0. Then
/•(k +Dft
/•(/£
+ DJl

l|Ah/||?= 2

\f(x + h)-f(x)\p dx,

keX Jkh

where Z is the group of integers.
Let xk be that value of x in [kh, (k+ 1)«] for which |/(x + «)—/(x)| is a maximum.

Then

||A„/||^«p>>2]>
where

2=2
X

fcodd

\f(Xk+ h)-f(xk)\",

and

2=2 i/(^+«)-/fe)ip2

k even

Since xk<xk + h<xk +2 for all k e Z, we see that 2i and 22 are both not greater

than Vj![f], and thus
||A,/||? ^ 2«F-[/].
And since we have assumed that/eFp(R),

we get

/eLip(l//»,/»).
By assumption 3,/also belongs to Lip(S, oo). Thus by Theorem 14, we have the
desired result.
Note that Theorem 18 contains Theorem 4e of Hirschman [7] for the case

8 >!//».
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Note also that the condition p ä 2 can be changed to 1 èp g 2 ; in that case we have

fe Mr

for 1 ^ r < oo.

Applications G = Tn. Now let us consider the «-dimensional torus Tn = ( —1¡2,1 /2]\

Suppose a>0, and define

(5)

KÍ(9) = ^Ka(9 + k),

8eT\

k

where the summation runs through all lattice points k = (kx, k2,...,
From our former estimate
(6)

\Ka(x)\

g Cae-^l2\x\-n

kn) in R".

+ «,

the sum in (5) converges absolutely to a continuous function except at the origin.
Furthermore, for m e Zn,

K*~(m)=

f e-2"i<m-e>K*(8)d8
Jt"

= f

Jt"

e-2*i<m'e>\y

Utz"

= 2

Ka(9+k)] d9

J

Í e-2ni<m-B
+k>Ka(8+k)d8

L

e-2Ki<m-x>Ka(x)dx

= /CM
= (i + H2)-a/2.

And by the inversion formula, we have

K*(8)=

2

(l + \k\2Yal2e2''i<k-e\

keZn

As before, we have

(4)'

K*eLq(Tn)

if a>n¡p,

1/p+l/?

= 1.

And the analogue of Theorem 11 holds if we define LS(T"), A£(T") and
Lip(a, p; Tn) accordingly. Thus torus version of Theorems 12 and 14 are of course
true; namely,

Theorem 12'. (a) Ifl<p£2,

a>n\p, then Lip(<x,p; Tn)c AZr(Tn)for lár^oo.

(b) Ifq>2, a>n\q, then Ur>(«,q;T«-)^MrFX«)for2q\(q
+ 2)^r^2q\(q-2).
Theorem 14'. Let 0<a^njp,

ß>njq, and2^p<q.

Then

Lip(a,/>; T») n Lip(ß,q; T") c Mr(Tn)
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(l-p)a+pß = n((l- p)Ip+plq).
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where p satisfies

Again the condition 2^p<q is not essential.
As an application of our argument, we prove the following (Zygmund [15,

VI, Theorem 3.6]):
Theorem 19. Iffis of bounded variation on T and satisfies a Lipschitz condition
of order a, for some <x>0, then the Fourier series of f converges absolutely.

Proof. Since / is of bounded

variation

means fe Lip(l, 1), (see Zygmund

[15, Vol. I, p. 180]). Hence
fe Lip(a, oo) n Lip(l, 1).
Thus by the interpolation theorem for Lipschitz spaces,

/,Up(î±i,2).
Now from Theorem 12', fe Mr for l^r^oo.
Therefore the Fourier series off
converges absolutely. For, g e L1(Z) implies 7g is a Fourier transform of a function
in L\Z). In particular, if we take

g(„) =l,

„ = 0;

= 0,

n i= 0,

then g(9)= 1 for all 0 e T. Hence / itself is a Fourier transform of L1(Z)-function.
Again, as in the case of Euclidean space, Theorem 14' implies Lp norm convergence for Bochner-Riesz mean of multiple Fourier series (see Stein [12]). Let

S6,R(f,0)=

2

ak[l-(\k\lR)2]6e™«-°>,

\k\-SR

where
ak=

[

Jt"

e-2ni<k-»f(6)dd.

Then

So,Áf)-+f in F"
whenever fe Lp, provided 8>(2/p-l)(n2^/»<oo, l//?+l//»' = l.

l)/2, l</»^2, or 8>(2//»'-l)(«-

Moreover, since T" is compact, we have

(7)

Lip(a, /»; T") = Lip(«, q ; T") if /» g q.

Combining this with Theorem 12', we obtain

Theorem 20. Suppose n/q<a^nß;

then

Lip(a,q;Tn)

c Mr(Tn)

for 2«/(n + 2a)<r<2«/(« —2a).
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Proof. Since

Lip(a, q; T») c Lip(«, />; T») if/> = 9,
and
Lip(a,/7;Tn)c

Afr(Tn)

for 2p¡(p + 2)^r-¿2p¡(p-2)
if a>n¡p, we have the desired result.
Remark 21. The case q = oo, n=l is due to Hirschman [7, Theorem 2a].
Note that if «>«/2, q^2, then Lip(a, q; Tn) <=■
Mr(Tn) for lgr^oo.
This
statement contains the «-dimensional torus version of Bernstein's theorem (see

Zygmund [8, VI, Theorem 3.1]):
Theorem

22. Every function in Lip(a, 00 ; Tn) has absolutely convergent Fourier

series if a > n\2.
Note also, by comparing Theorem 20 with Theorem 14', one finds that neither
implies the other.
The following is the analogue of Theorem 18 on the circle first obtained by
Hirschman [7, Theorem 2e] :

Theorem 18'. Let f be a function defined on T. If

1. Vp[f]«v,p^2;
2. \f(8 + h)-f(8)\^0(\h\6),for some 8>0.
Thenfe Mr(T)for 2pl(p + 2)<r<2p\(p-2).
Proof. Since T is compact, condition 2 implies feVYT). The rest of the proof
is exactly the same as that for Theorem 18.
Note again that if the condition p> 2 is replaced by l^p^2,
we have

fie Mr(T)

for 1 ^ r ^ 00.

Application G = Z. Finally, let us consider the group Z of integers.
Definition 23. Let/be a function defined on Z. By/e hip*(a,p; Z), we mean
feLp(Z) and there exists a constant K such that

||Am/||^(Z, :£ Zi(Ha) for all «z e Z,

where Amf(x)=f(x + m) -f(x).
Note the difference between the spaces Lip(a,/>) and Lip*(cc,p). The former

emphasizes small |«|, Ahf(x)=f(x+h)-f(x)

(see Zygmund [15, II]), while the

latter is defined on a discrete group.
The following includes the analogue of Theorems 18 and 18' on Z:

Theorem 24. Supposep>2

and0<a<

1. Then

Lip*(a,p; Z) c Mr(Z) for 2p\(p + 2)<,r^2p\(p-2).
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Proof. Since

Lip*(a,/»; Z) a Up*(ß,p; Z) if « ,> ¿5;
it is sufficient to prove for 1//»<«< 1.
Let /e Lip*(ce,/»; Z). Without loss of generality, we may suppose that / is
real-valued. Let g be the polygonal function on R that interpolates / linearly.

g|z=/

We shall show that
geLip(a,/»;R).

Wlfr«)
= f k«lp¿*
= neZ
2 Jnr1 \g(x)\p
dx.
Since |g(x)|p is a convex function of x on [«, « + 1] for each «eZ,

llsllJa 2max{|g(«)|Mg(«+l)|"}
nez

= 2max{|/(«)|M/(«+l)|"}
neZ

è 2|/||&<z,

< oo.

Therefore

geL"(R).
Consider

l|AÄg||?= í \g(x + h)-g(x)\pdx.
Jr

Without loss of generality, we may assume that «>0.
Suppose « è 1, then

l|Aftg||?=2 r1\g(x + h)-g(x)\pdx
neZ Jn

=2
_

r fn+l+[h]-h
TO+ 1 + [Ä] - h

neZ LJn

+

/»n+ X
l
fn

"|

Jn+ 1 +UM[M-/U

Since the integrand is convex in each interval, we have

\\\g\\ppf= 2 (l + [«]-«)-max{|/(«+ [h])-f(n)\p, \f(n + [h]+ l)-f(n)\p}

+ 2 (h-[h])-max{\f(n
+ [h]+l)-f(n + l)\p,\f(n+ [h]+ 2)-f(n + l)\p}
neZ

^2max{||A[hl/||?,

||AW]+ 1/||?}

= 0(hap).
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IfO<«<l,

[August

then

\\^g\\î = i

r+1\g(x+h)-g(x)\pdx

neZ Jn

= 2 if

h\g(x+ h)-g(x)\pdx+ f

neZ U«

Jn + l-A

|g(x+ «)-^(x)|"i/x]J

Since the integrand is constant in the first interval, and convex in the second, we
have

l|A„£||?=Z(l-h)\h[g(n+l)-g(n)]\p
neZ

+ 2 «•max{|g(«+l)-^(«+l-«)|",

\g(n+l+h)-g(n+l)\»}

neZ

S neZ
2 0-"»("+D-s(«)]|p
+ 2 ^max{|«[¿K«+l)-g(«)]|p, \h[g(n+ 2)-g(n+l)]\p}
neZ

¿ 2 «i/(«+i)-/(")ip+
2 «i+pi/(«+2)-/(«+i)ip
neZ

neZ

= G(«p) + 0(«1+P)

= 0(hp)
^ 0(hap).

Hence
geUp(a,p;R).

Therefore, by Theorem 12,

geMr(R)

for 2pl(p + 2) ^ r í 2p¡(p-2),

since we are assuming that a>l/p.
Applying Proposition 3.3 of de Leeuw [4], we have

/ = g\x e Mr(Z) for 2p\(p + 2) £ r S 2pl(p-2).
Theorem 24 contains Theorem 3b of Hirschman [7] for the case p8 > 1.
Note if l<p¿2, 0<a<l, then Lip*(a,p; Z)<=A7r(Z) for l^r<oo.
The interpolation theorem for Lip*(a,p) holds, and we have

Theorem 25. Suppose a> 1 >ß>0 and 2^p<q,

then

Up*(a,p; Z) n Lip*(jS,q; Z) c Mr(Z)

for

2[l+2((l-p)lp

+ plq)]~1<r<2[l-2((l-p.)lp

+ p.lq)]-1 where p. satisfies

(l—p.)a + p.ß=l.
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